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Abstract. Most of the solutions provided by current ontology matching
tools lack flexibility and extensibility namely for adding new matchers
and dealing with users’ requirements. In this paper, we present a system
YAM++, which supports self-configuration, flexibility and
extensibility in combining individual matchers. Additionally, it is more
human-centered approach since it allows users to express their preference
between precision and recall. A set of experiments over OAEI Benchmark
datasets demonstrate its effectiveness and efficiency in terms of quality
of matching and flexibility of the system.
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1 Introduction

Ontology matching is needed in many application domains. For example, the
possibility of content-based query of the semantic Web depends only on the
capacity of the system to find correspondences (mappings) between ontologies
of the related information sources. Many diverse solutions of matching have been
proposed so far; however, there is no integrated solution that is a clear success,
which is robust, flexible for future development and usable for non expert users
[19].

In this paper, we present our system YAM++, which supports self configura-
tion, flexibility and extensibility in combining individual matchers. To demon-
strate the importance of the flexibility in terms of system extensibility and user
preference, let’s us introduce two scenarios that frequently arise when people
study schema and ontology matching.

In the first scenario, one challenge issue to researchers and developers is how
to combine different similarity metrics (i.e., individual matcher [18]) in order to
obtain a good performance matching system in terms of matching quality. This
issue also knowns as a pre-match effort [9] in a matching process. Assume that
they would like to improve the performance of the current system by adding
promising similarity metrics recently published. Some issues are arisen such as
(i) how to integrate the new metrics with the existing ones; and (ii) which param-
eters is needed to set in the new metrics. Generally, finding a good combination
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and tuning these parameters are difficult and time consuming even for the do-
main experts. Therefore, a flexible system will be very useful to help researchers
and developers to automatically integrate new metrics. To deal with the pre-
match effort, we utilize machine learning techniques, which are acknowledged as
a highly promising approach.

In the second scenario, imagine that a user wants to run a matching system
to find all mapping pairs of entities between two ontologies. A matching system,
generally, outputs a list of candidate mappings and corresponding confident val-
ues. Then, the user must verify these mappings in order to remove incorrect
ones. This process will not take much time because current systems are focused
on precision, and consequently the number of the incorrect mappings is small.
Next, the user needs to find missing mappings which the matching system did
not discover. This process is very time consuming because it will be done man-
ually on a huge number of candidate mappings. The manual effort of this phase
is called post-match effort. Users may spend many hours or even few days to
finish this work. To reduce post-match effort, we make use of the cost sensitive
classification approach in data mining. This approach will be explained in the
section 5.3.

Based on these scenarios, the motivation of our system can be described as
follows: Giving two ontologies represented in some ontology languages (N3, RDF,
OWL, etc.), find a flexible approach to combine individual matchers with the fol-
lowing features: (i) high matching quality result (precision, recall and f-measure),
(ii) system’s self-configuration, (iii) system’s extensibility, (iv) generating a ded-
icated matcher according to the user’s preference between precision and recall.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 contains the
main notions used in this paper. In section 3, we describe our ontology matching
system in detail. Next, Section 4 shows the prototype of our system, which will
be used in experiment part. In Section 5, we present the experimental results to
highlight the main interesting features of our ontology matching tool. Section 6
contains the related work. Finally, Section 7 contains concluding remarks and
future work.

2 Preliminaries

In this section, we define the main notions used in this paper.

Ontology. Ontology is a formal, explicit specification of a shared conceptual-
ization in term of concepts (i.e., classes), properties and relations [10].

Let’s consider a fragments of ontologies in Fig.1. Ellipses, rounded rectangles,
rectangles and dashed rectangles represent classes or datatypes, properties, in-
stances, annotation information or data values respectively. In the schema layer
arrows represent the relations between entities. Dashed arrows from data layer
to schema layer indicate instances belong to classes. Arrows in the data layer
indicate properties and corresponding data belong to instances.

For instance, JournalPaper is a class, heading is a property, string is a
data type, #a84601592 is an instance, ‘ A Framework for ... ’ is a string value.
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Fig. 1. Two fragments of ontologies #205 and #101 from OAEI 2010

Terminological Features. Terminological features of an entity consists of text
information encoded in itself in ontology such as entities’ URI, local name, labels
and comments. For example, linguistic features of class JournalPaper include
LocalName: JournalPaper, Label: JournalPaper and Comment: An article
from journal or magazine.

Context Profile Features. Context profile features of an entity E consist of
descriptive information of itself and its neighbors in the ontology. For example,
neighbors of JournalPaper are class Section, property heading and instances
#a84601592, #a456080390.

Similarity Metric. Similarity metric is a function of two entities that calculates
their similarity value based on some extracted feature from them [8].

For example, similarity between JournalPaper and Article is 0.17 by ap-
plying ScaledLeveinstein1 metric on their local names.

Ontology Mapping. An ontology mapping m is defined as a four-tuple of the
form:

m = 〈e, e′, r, k〉
where: e and e′are entities in ontologies O and O′ respectively, r is a kind of
relation (e.g., equivalent, subsumer) and k ← [0, 1] represents the degree of
confidence of relation between entities [8].

Ontology Matching. Ontology matching is a process of finding all semantic
correspondences between entities of different ontologies [8].

Generally, in the matching process, one or some similarity metrics are used
to calculate the similarity scores between two entities. Results obtained by these
similarity metrics are combined in some combination approach. The final value
1 http://secondstring.sourceforge.net/
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indicates how much entities are similar. For example, after executing the match-
ing process we have

〈JournalPaper, Article, ≡, 1.0〉
It means class JournalPaper in ontology #205 is equivalent to class Article
in ontology #101 with the confidence value 1.0.

3 YAM++ Ontology Matching System

3.1 YAM++ Approach

Our approach has been implemented in YAM++ - (not) Yet Another Matcher
system for ontology matching. It follows the same approach used in YAM schema
matching system [5]. However, the YAM++ aims to work with ontology match-
ing, which is semantically richer than XML schema. For this purpose, we added
new features such as:

– New similarity metrics working with different features (e.g., name,label, com-
ments, relations) of ontologies’ entities.

– New dictionary metrics based on different algorithms.
– New metrics based on information retrieval technique to calculate similarity

score using context and descriptive information of entities.
– Graphical user interface for setting parameters, displaying and verifying dis-

covered mappings returned from the system.

The main components of YAM++ system and the workflow are depicted in the
Fig. 2

1. The inputs are at least a set of ontologies to be matched. The other additional
inputs may be some “gold standard” datasets. The “gold standard” datasets
here are pairs of ontologies with expert mappings between their entities
provided by domain experts. They are used to generate training data.

2. Input ontologies and ontologies taken from gold standard datasets are passed
to the Pre-Processing module. The ontologies are parsed and loaded into
internal data structure in order to easily extract the following information:

(a) Types of entities (class, object/data property, instance).
(b) Descriptive information of entities such as: URI, labels, comments.
(c) Semantic relations between entities such as: equivalent relations between

entities; subsumption relation between class-class, property-property;
domain and range relations between properties and classes; instanceOf
relation between individuals and classes.

3. Learning data are generated by FeatureExtractor module as follows. This
module exploits a variety of features of entities and calculates the similarity
score between them by using similarity metrics. At this step, FeatureExtrac-
tor builds a similarity score table for two given ontologies. Each row in the
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Fig. 2. Architecture and workflow

table consists of names of pair of entities (for class-class, property-property
only) and an array of real values returned by applying similarity metrics on
different features extracted from entities. A similarity score table build from
a gold standard dataset will be converted to training data; a similarity score
table build from to-be-matched ontologies will be converted to unclassified
data. The rules of conversion are:
(a) Names of the similarity metrics become attribute names in machine

learning instances.
(b) Each similarity score returned by a similarity metric becomes a feature

value corresponding to an attribute name.
(c) The confidence values of mappings provided by expert become classes

values of machine learning objects. We defined these values as feature
values of attribute named Expert/Prediction.

(d) The only difference between training data and unclassified data is that
feature values of Expert/Prediction attribute in unclassified data are
set by unknown value.

4. Training data obtained from the previous step are passed into the Leaning
Process module. In this step, all learning models are trained. They, then
perform cross validation 10-folders to measure their performance. The best
model with respect to the highest F-measure is selected for classifying task.

5. Each instance of unclassified data is predicted with a real value by the trained
classification model obtained from the previous step. The predicted values
are either 1.0 or 0.0. Instances predicted with value 1.0, are used to get
the corresponding pair of matched entities. Next, discovered mappings are
displayed in the graphical user interface.
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6. In GUI (Graphical User Interface), ontologies are displayed as hierarchies
of entities (only classes and properties). Each mapping discovered by the
system is represented as a line connecting two entities of two ontologies. The
user can select and validate mappings or discover new mappings manually.

3.2 An Example of Learning Model

Now, let us illustrate an example. Assume that YAM++ system measures the
similarity between entities by using 5 similarity metrics as follows:

– Equality method returns 1.0 if the labels of two entities are identical, other-
wise it returns 0.0.

– ScaledLevenstein and QGram are welknown edit-based and token-based
string metrics respectively. Refer to SecondString 2 library for more detail.

– ContextProfile metric measure the similarity score between two entities by
computing cosine similarity of their text profiles. See [16] for more detail
about creating context profiles for each entity.

– Dictionary metric measures the similarity score between entities by compar-
ing the meaning of their name in a dictionary (e.g WordNet).

Without loss of generality, YAM++ combines these metrics by using a decision
tree model. After training process, a tree model is configured as Fig. 3. Here, a
decision tree is a tree whose non-leaf nodes are the similarity metrics, leaf nodes
values are either 1.0 ore 0.0 indicating if there is a match or not. At a non-leaf
node, a similarity value of to-be-mached entities is computed by the similarity
metric in ongoing node. The returned value is compared with condition values
on outgoing edges from current node in order to decide which child node will
be reached. This process will start at root node and iterate until a leaf node is
reached. The value of destination leaf node indicates whether the two entities
should match or not.

Suppose that we need to match a pair of entities (author, writer). The
feature vector obtained by running 5 similarity metrics is follows:

Here, the question symbol in Prediction field means that the similarity of two
entities is unknown. According to the trained tree, the decision path is: Equality
-> SclaledLevenstein -> Dictionary -> 1.0 . It means two entities are matched.

Evidently, each path from the root node to each leaf on the tree is a combi-
nation of subset similarity metrics. In this example, only 3 among 5 metrics are
combined to produce the final result.

2 http://secondstring.sourceforge.net/
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Fig. 3. Combining similarity metrics with a decision tree model

4 System Prototype

4.1 Feature Extraction and Similarity Metrics

Due to the heterogeneity of ontologies, there is no single metric which could be
sufficient to measure the similarity of entities in all matching cases. Therefore,
even for each extracted feature from entities, we should use different similarity
metrics with the hope that they will complement to each other.

YAM++ supports more than 30 different similarity metrics. These metrics
are divided into three main groups: (i) name metrics - which compare entities
by their URI names; (ii) label metrics - which compare entities by their labels;
and (iii) context metrics - which compare entities by their descriptive and
context information.

Name and label metrics belong to Terminological category [8]. Most of
String-based metrics (Levenstein, SmithWaterman, Jaro, JaroWinkler, Mon-
geEklan,etc.) are taken from open source libraries SecondString 3 and SimMet-
rics 4. We also have implemented popular metrics such as Prefix, Suffix, LCS
[8], SubString - Stoilos [20]. In term of Language-based metrics, we developed
three well-known metrics corresponding to Lin, JingConrath and WuPalmer al-
gorithms [14]. These metrics use Wordnet 5 as an auxiliary local thesaurus. Ad-
ditionally, we proposed a hybrid approach to combine string-based and language-
based metrics. The detail of algorithms can be found in our paper [16].

Context metrics used in YAM++ belong to the both Structural and Exten-
sional categories [8]. The main idea behind these metrics is described as follows.
We build three types of context profile (i.e. IndividualProfile, SemanticPro-
file and ExternalProfile) for each entity. Whereas IndividualProfile describes
annotation information of individual entity, SemanticProfile and ExternalPro-
file describe the information of the relationships between entities on ontology

3 http://secondstring.sourceforge.net/
4 http://sourceforge.net/projects/simmetrics
5 http://wordnet.princeton.edu
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(i.e., entity-entity and entity-instances). These context profiles then can be used
to compare entities by some information retrieval techniques. See [16] for more
detail.

4.2 Attributes and Training Data

Theoretically, all metrics can be used as selected attributes, but it will make the
learning and classifying processes very time consuming. Therefore, we propose
a strategy to select the most suitable similarity metrics for each of three groups
(i.e., Name metrics, Labels metrics and Context Profile metrics). The heuristic
of selection is based on hypothesis “A good feature subset is one that contains
features highly correlated with the class” [11].

The selection of attributes works as follows. The correlation value is calculated
by Pearson’s formula6 between similarity scores obtained by a metric and values
provided by experts for each test in Benchmark7 datasets. Finally, the simi-
larity metrics having the highest average values in each of three groups above
are selected. Table.1 shows a set of candidate similarity metrics used for the
experiments section.

Table 1. List of selected similarity metrics

Similarity Metrics Descriptions
Levenshtein,

SmithWaterman,
Stoilos

String-based metrics which compare entities by their local
names. String pre-processing is not needed.

QGramDistance String-based metric which compares entities by their local
names. String is split into tokens with length 3.

MongeEklanStoilos String-based metric which compare entities by their local
names. Pre-processing procedure splits string into tokens.

Tokens are compared by Stoilois metric.
TokLinStoilois, Tok-
WuPalmerStoilois

Hybrid metrics which compare entities by local names.
Pre-processing procedure splits string into tokens. Tokens are

compared by combination of string-based (Stoilois) and
linguistic-based metrics (Lin and WuPalmer).

LabelLinStoilois,
LabelWuPalmer-

Stoilois,
LabelIndentity

Hybrid metrics which compare entities by their labels. Labels
are compared by LinStoilois, WuPalmerStoilois and synonym

methods after running pre-processing procedure. The
maximum similarity score between labels will be selected.

FullContextProfile Information Retrieval metric compare entities by their context
profile. A maximum similarity score computed by

IndividualProfile, SemanticProfile and ExternalProfile will be
selected.

In order to provide training data for learning models, we use Benchmark
datasets. Tests in Benchmark datasets play the role of “gold standard” in our
6 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Correlation_and_dependence
7 http://oaei.ontologymatching.org/2010/benchmarks
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approach. However, we do not select all tests to generate training data in order
to reduce noise data. For example, according to the expert alignment file, class
Chapter in ontology #101 matches with class dzqndbzq in ontology #202 but
all of our metrics compute similarity score for this pair with very low values (for
instance, Levenshtein(“Chapter”, “dzqndbzq”)=0.0). This mapping will produce
a noise in training data and it will degrade the performance quality of learning
model. To solve this problem, we propose a strategy to select suitable gold stan-
dard datasets for a set of selected similarity metrics. It is based on the following
heuristic: a training data is representative with respect to a feature if this feature
is highly correlated to the class.

The selection of candidate “gold standard” datasets for YAM++ works
as follows. Firstly, the system builds a correlation table for a set of selected
similarity metrics with all tests from Benchmark datasets. For each test, the
system computes the average correlation coefficient of all metrics. Next, only
tests having the average of correlation values higher than threshold are selected.

4.3 Learning Models

YAM++ can work with different machine learning algorithms in order to build
a classification model. These algorithms are divided into 5 groups as follows:

– Tree-based: J48, J48Graft, ADTree, SimpleCart, NBTree.
– Probability-based: NaiveBayes, BayesNet.
– Function-based: Logistic, MultiLayerPerceptron.
– Rule-based: JRip, VFI, DecisionTable.
– Instance-based: IBk, NNGe.

The implementation of these algorithms are taken from open source library
Weka8. To get more information about these algorithms, see [22].

4.4 Evaluation Criteria

We follow the evaluation criteria used in the OAEI campaign. The harmonic
mean of precision, recall and f-measure are used to evaluate the performance
quality of a matching system over a set of tests. Assume that we have n tests.
Let i indicates ith test; |Ri| refers to the number of reference mappings provided
by expert domain, |Ai| is the total number of mappings discovered by a matching
system and |Ci| is the number of correct mappings.

– Harmonic mean of precision, H(p) = (
∑ n

i=1 |Ci|)
(
∑

n
i=1 |Ai|) ;

– Harmonic mean of recall, H(r) = (
∑ n

i=1 |Ci|)
(
∑n

i=1 |Ri|) ;

– Harmonic mean of f-measure, H(fm) = 2∗Hp∗Hr
(Hp+Hr) ;

8 http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka
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5 Experiments

In this section, we present the capabilities of our system using three experiments:

1. We compare different machine learning models and select the best one.
2. We show the flexibility and extensibility of our system in terms of integrating

new similarity metrics automatically and transparently to the user.
3. We show the ability to generate a dedicated matcher based on the user’s

preference (promoting recall).

To evaluate the matching quality, we perform experiments on Benchmark datasets
which are published on OAEI 2010 campaign 9. We adopt these tests because
they are widely used in evaluation of many ontology matching systems. All exper-
iments are executed with JRE 6.0 on Intel 3.0 Pentium, 3Gb of RAM, Window
XP SP3.

5.1 Experiment 1: Comparison of Performance of Learning Models

The aim of this experiment is to find the most suitable learning model for our
approach. To do that, we randomly select a set of “gold standard” datasets to
generate training data and then measure the performance of each learning model
by applying 10-fold cross-validation technique [22]. This process is repeated 30
times in order to limit the impact of randomness during the evaluation. The
average of F-measure values of all learning models are displayed in Fig.4. The
model which has the highest performance is J48 - a modified version of the
decision tree model. Following the J48 model are J48graft, JRip and SimpleCart
models. According to the comparison result, hereafter, we use J48 model in the
learning and classification tasks.

Fig. 4. Comparison of the performance of learning models

9 http://oaei.ontologymatching.org/2010/benchmarks/
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5.2 Experiment 2: Flexibility, Extensibility and Self-Configuration

According to [19], matcher combination and self-tuning is a big challenge to all
matching systems. Finding the most appropriate parameters, such as thresholds,
weights, and coefficients is very difficult and time consuming even for experts.
In this experiment, thanks to the advantages of machine learning technique, we
show that YAM++ can deal with that challenge.

For demonstration purpose, we show the abilities of YAM++ such as flexi-
bility, extensibility and self-configuration in this experiment. The main idea is
that we step by step add new metrics to the system and then see the changes
of the system’s performance. The whole process runs automatically without any
manual tuning parameters. The setting of the experiment is described as follows:

– According to the result of previous experiment, we use J48 as a classification
model.

– Training data is generated from randomly selected set of the candidate “gold
standard” datasets. The training data remains the same for one execution.

– To measure the performance of YAM++, we use all tests in Benchmark
datasets. The Benchmark datasets include 111 tests. Each test consists of
source (reference) ontology and a test ontology, which is created by altering
some information from the reference.

– For each time of execution, YAM++ runs with three scenarios corresponding
to three groups of similarity metrics. Initially, the first group consists of all
of the name metrics. Then, label metrics are added to become second group.
Finally, in the third group, context metrics are supplemented.

We repeat this process 30 times to limit the impact of the randomness in learning
and classifying processes. The Fig.5 displays the result of the experiment.

Fig. 5. Performance of YAM++ with the different sets of similarity metrics
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The observations from the experiment are:

– Generally, YAM++ achieves very high precision (≈ 1.0) with the three
groups of similarity metrics. It means that the selected similarity metrics by
our proposed strategy obtain high accuracy in calculating similarity scores
between entities. Besides, the recall and f-measure values are increased
when adding new metrics. It is in accord with the general trend: the more
features are exploited and more appropriate metrics are used, the more map-
pings will be discovered.

– Let see an example with the group of tests #201,#201-2,#201-4,#201-6
and #201-8. Names and labels of entities in these tests are replaced by ran-
dom strings with proportion 100%, 20%, 40%, 60% and 80% respectively.
However, they support annotation information and data instances for entities.

• By using only name metrics, YAM++ obtains the average recall equal
0.41 in this group. Although this value is low but it is the expected
number. Let see the description on test ontologies in this group. Names
of entities are replaced by random strings with proportion 20%, 40%,
60%, 80% and 100%. The average number of altered names of entites is
(20%+40%+60%+80%+100%)/5 = 60%. It mean that the maximum
number of mappings found by name metrics is 100%− 60% = 40%. This
number is in line with the recall value (41%) obtained by our system.
• By adding metrics exploiting label feature, the recall increases to 0.57.

It is not much improvement (0.57 − 0.41 = 16%) because only small
number of entities in test ontologies support labels as complement to
their names. For example, entity dzqndbzq in test ontology #201 has
label “BookPart”.
• Next, by adding label and context metrics, the recall increase to 0.96.

It is a significant improvement (0.96 − 0.41 = 55%). This improvement
is due to the fact that all entities in test ontologies support descriptive
information. Additionally, data instances are provided for most concepts
in ontologies.

– Finally, the most interesting feature to note is that the process of reconfigu-
ration system with new metrics is totally automatic and transparent to the
users. For each group of similarity metrics, YAM++ will find the best con-
figuration to combine these metrics without any parameter tuning by hand.
An example of combination similarity metrics by J48 (decision tree model)
can be seen at section 3.2

5.3 Experiment 3: Promoting Recall

Traditionally, the measure used to compute performance quality of matching
tools, is the F-Measure: a combination of Precision (the ratio of correctly found
correspondences (a.k.a true positive) over the total number of returned corre-
spondences [8]) and Recall (the ratio of correctly found correspondences over
the total number of expected correspondences [8]), in which precision and recall
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have the same weight. F-Measure makes sense when using a matching tool as
black box, without any user validation. But, most of the time, the user have to
perform some post-match effort in order to discard some irrelevant and discover
the missing mappings. In this experiment, we demonstrate the impact of user
preference between Precision and Recall on post-match effort.

Technically, most classification models suffer from two errors during classi-
fying: i) discovering an irrelevant correspondence (a.k.a. false positive) and ii)
missing a relevant correspondence (a.k.a. false negative). The first error decreases
precision while the second one decreases recall. In order to get better result in
term of recall, we need to set the cost on false negative error higher than that
on false positive error. This is a well-known issue called Cost-Sensitive Learning
in Data Mining [7].

In order to deal with cost-sensitive learning, we use MetaCost and CostSensi-
tiveClassification algorithms [22]. These algorithms belong to meta-learner class.
They make a wrapper on base learning models in such a way that learning mod-
els effectively minimize the cost. The preference between Precision and Recall
is expressed by a proportion of the cost on false negative and the cost on false
positive.

The setting of this experiment is described as follows:

– We use all similarity metrics from name, label and context groups.
– To see the effect of promoting recall, we perform matching with YAM++ on

the group 3xx {#301, #302, #303, #304}. They are known as real test
ontologies in the bibliographic domain.

– Training data is generated in the same way used in previous experiment.
However, we remove all tests from group 3xx out of the selection of “gold
standard” datasets.

– We use J48 model as a base learner. In each execution time, we set proportion
between the cost on false negative and the cost on false positive in a MetaCost
model to have a cost sensitive learning model. The cost ratio values are
selected from 1 to 15. We use these values because they were considered in
other studies [3,4,1] as providing good results.

We repeat this process 10 times and for each time, a new training data is gen-
erated. Results of matching YAM++ with group 3xx are shown in the Fig.6.

The observations from these figures are:

– In the top figure, the general trend is increasing for both number of True
Positive and False Positive discovered mappings, whereas the number of False
Negative decreases. The trend is reasonable with respect to cost sensitive
learning. In fact, the goal of cost sensitive classification is to find the frontiers
between class regions (i.e, “Correct ” and “Incorrect” mapping in our case),
explicitly or implicitly. When we set the cost on false negative higher than the
cost on false positive, we aim to reduce the number of misclassifying correct
matches as incorrect ones. Thanks to algorithm of minimizing expected cost
[3], the frontier of discovered mapping will be enlarged and more correct
mappings will be discovered.
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– In more detail, when the cost ratio values are set from 1 to 8, both the
numbers of True Positive and False Positive increase. At the point where the
cost is set to 8, YAM++ discovers 21 (175-154) additional True Positive,
but 34 (56-22) additional false positives in comparison with not using cost
sensitive technique.

– Let see the bottom figure, obviously, Recall goes up until the cost is equal
to 9, then stays around value 0.76. On contrary, Precision goes down and
then becomes stability around 0.78 since the cost is set to 10. The trend
of F-Measure is not significantly changed. It stays around 0.77 during the
process of using cost sensitive learning.

– Notice that whatever the value we set for proportion, it always remains some
matches we are not able to discover automatically. The post-match process
is always needed to handle with missing or irrelevant/incorrect mappings.

– In fact, the effort for manually removing an incorrect mapping is much less
than the one for discovering a new correct mapping among nearly 10000
pairs (total candidate mappings of 4 tests in group 3xx). Therefore, by
promoting recall, our system reduces the user’s post-match effort during the
validation phase.

Fig. 6. The impact of promoting recall on the number of discovered mappings
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6 Related Work

There are many studies on Ontology Matching [13,8]. In this section, we only
mention the closest ones that are based on machine learning approaches.

GLUE [2] is a well-known of learning-based ontology mapping system. GLUE
uses a set of base learners to exploit different type of information from instances
and taxonomy structures. Then, it uses a meta-learner to combine these base
learners to achieve higher classification accuracy than any single base learner
alone. The drawback of GLUE is that it requires a large number of instances
associated with the nodes in taxonomies, whereas most ontologies do not con-
tain these information. YAM++ is different with GLUE in that YAM++ uses
machine learning approach to combine simple similarity measures which exploit
different features of entities such as name, description and structure information.

In [6], the proposed approach makes use of meta level learning techniques to
improve the matching performance. It does not work directly with simple simi-
larity measures like YAM++ does, but instead, it works with existing ontology
matching systems. The result of learning process is to produce a best com-
bination of those existing matchers. Similarly, in [17], the proposed approach
evaluates the confidence value of mappings for ontology alignments using the
rules extracted through machine learning methods. The basic idea is to convert
the extracted rules into formulas that reflect the reliance of each rule. Rules are
further combined in order to generate a single value on the mapping.

Our approach is in line with approaches described in [15,12,21] in the way of
using machine learning approach to combine different similarity metrics. How-
ever, the additional contribution in YAM++ is that we applied data mining
techniques to help users to reduce the post-match effort.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we present a flexible system for ontology matching task that proves
the following interesting features:

– Flexibility and extensibility in terms of combining different similarity mea-
sures.

– Generating a dedicated matcher according to the user’s preference.

We have developed a prototype which has been tested with the datasets of
OAEI 2010 benchmark. Through these experiments, we have validated the fea-
tures listed above. However, most of the similarity metrics used in the current
system are terminological and contextual metrics. In the future work, we plan
to integrate structural and semantic methods to our system in order to improve
its performance.
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